The Gessner Industries Sugar Cane Billet Planter is the culmination of meticulous research and development and state-of-the-art engineering, designed to provide its operator with an efficient, effective and durable billet planting solution. Application specific customisation options provide this machine with the versatility to be applied in an array of varying conditions.

**Standard Product Features:**

- Front wheels fixed with manual depth control
- Rear castor wheels fitted with hydraulic position locks
- Heavy duty swivel hitch
- 10mm rubber conveyor belt with bolted steel flights
- Hydraulic controlled gate to regulate billet flow
- Over head spray bars
- Plough board assemblies come complete with covering discs and heavy duty press wheel.
- Heavy duty 30” twin disc openers attached to plough board
- Stainless steel fertiliser bins
- Optional liquid tanks

**Gessner Two Row Sugar Cane Billet Planter**
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The proven choice